Skewness Analysis in Variance Spectroscopy Measures Nanoparticle Individualization.
An important enabling step in nanoparticle studies is the sorting of heterogeneous mixtures to prepare structurally homogeneous samples. It is also necessary to detect and monitor aggregation of the individual nanoparticles. Although variance spectroscopy provides a simple optical method for finding low concentrations of heteroaggregates in samples such as single-walled carbon nanotube dispersions, it cannot detect the homoaggregates that are relevant for well-sorted samples. Here we demonstrate that variance spectral data can be further analyzed to find third moments of intensity distributions (skewness), which reveal the presence of emissive homoaggregates. Using experimental measurements on variously processed nanotube dispersions, we deduce a simple numerical standard for recognizing aggregation in the highly sorted samples that are increasingly available to nanoscience researchers.